Summer School of Italian Culture – Università degli studi di Padova, Dipartimento di Studi Linguistici e Letterari / Dipartimento dei Beni culturali / Centro Linguistico di Ateneo – University of Sydney, School of Languages and Cultures, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

Padova, 28th June - 9th July 2021

25th-27th June 2021
Ice-breaking via Facebook, Instagram, Spotify, Youtube and zoom

Monday 28th June

9.30 Inaugural lecture by Elena Svalduz, *Venice and its Water. An Ecological Tale?* Video in Moodle

*Hi, we Are your Tutors*, by Mariavittoria De Franceschi, Beatrice Marin, Daniela Tomasella, Giuseppe Tutino, Fabio Verthuy; editing by Daniela Tomasella. Video in Moodle and Facebook

*Welcome to the University of Padova*, adaptation by Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

*A Day in the Life of a University Student in Padova*, by Beatrice Marin, Mariavittoria De Franceschi, Giuseppe Tutino, Fabio Verthuy; editing by Giuseppe Tutino

Street art in Padova, by Giuseppe Tutino; editing by Giuseppe Tutino

*Padova Pictures*, by the Padova students, graphics by Silvia Muzzupappa. Pictures in Moodle and Facebook

Afternoon

15.45-16.00 Welcome event
Francesca Gambino and Fabio Magro, Summer school co-directors, via zoom

16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom

20.30-21.30 *Nice to Meet you*, Zoom meeting to get to know each other better with the students of the University of Padova and the Franchetti high school of Mestre (Venice)

Tuesday 29th June

9.30 Caterina Previato, *Living in a Roman City: Art, Architecture and Society in Ancient Padova*. Video in Moodle

*Discovering Venice*, by Maria Buiatti, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Antonio Capano, Maria Buiatti. Video in Moodle and Facebook

*Venice and Photography*, by the Padova students, graphics by Muzzupappa Silvia. Video in Moodle and Facebook
Pizza!, by Mariavittoria De Franceschi; editing by Mariavittoria De Franceschi

Afternoon
16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom
20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Wednesday 30th June

9.30 Cristina Guarnieri, *Giotto. The Scrovegni Chapel*. Video in Moodle

Luca Zuliani, *The language of modern Italian songs*. Video in Moodle

Let's Cook “gnocchi al ragù”, by Daniela Tomasella; editing by Daniela Tomasella

Food and Photography, by the Padova students, graphics by Silvia Muzzupappa. Pictures in Moodle

Falling in Love with Treviso, by Beatrice Marin, Daniela Tomasella; editing by Beatrice Marin and Daniela Tomasella

Afternoon
16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom
20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Thursday 1st July,


Discovering Verona, by Caterina Carli and Lydia Dalla Val, amateur bloggers. Video in Moodle and Facebook

Saint Ursus Fair: over a Millennium of History and Tradition, by Fabio Verthuy; editing by Fabio Verthuy

Tiramisu Recipe, by Beatrice Marin; editing by Beatrice Marin

Afternoon
16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom
20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students
Friday 2nd July

9.30    Chiara Ponchia, *Illuminating the Divine Comedy in 14th-century Italy*. Video in Moodle

*Italy from a Foreign Point of View*, video-interview with a Turkish and a German girl, by Amanda Appiani and Elif Balaban, Maria Buiatti and Catharina Santo, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Antonio Capano, Maria Buiatti. Video in Moodle and Facebook

*And the other European countries? Some pictures and information*. Material in Moodle

Afternoon

16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom

20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Saturday 3rd July

I. Relaxing with some music:

A. *Video-concert in the Padova conservatory of music: video concert with harp and violin*, by Beatrice Oro and Giulia Fedrigo, students of the Pollini conservatory, editing by Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

B. *Italian Disney songs: Italian covers of Disney songs by a guitarist*, by an anonymous student, editing by Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

C. *Bass solos*, by Giovanni Bassan, Padova student and amateur bass player, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa and Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

II. *The link between music and Italy (did you know…. famous singers of today and yesterday)*, by Amanda Appiani, Silvia Muzzupappa, Maria Buiatti, Elena Ferrigato. Powerpoint in Moodle and Facebook

Sunday 4th July

Selection of links for virtual tours of some important Italian museums (Vatican Museums, Uffizi of Florence). Material in Moodle and Facebook

Selections of pictures from various museums, by Amanda Appiani, Silvia Muzzupappa, Maria Buiatti and Elena Ferrigato. Pictures in Moodle and Facebook
Monday 5th July

9.30 Zuleika Murat, ‘Padova Urbs Picta’: the City Candidacy as a Unesco World Heritage Site. Video in Moodle.


Let’s cook some pasta, by Maria Buiatti, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa and Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

Afternoon

16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom

20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Tuesday 6th July

9.30 Sarah Ferrari, Renaissance Art in Padova. Video in Moodle

Enrico Zucchi, Tragedy in Early Modern Italian Republics: Aesthetics and Political Classicism. Video in Moodle

Italy from a Foreign Point of View (part 2), video-interview with a Spanish, a Polish and an Italian girl living abroad, by Maria Buiatti, Silvia Pascual, Natalia Siuta, Teresa Lugnan, editing by Maria Buiatti, Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

What is Panevin? by Daniela Tomasella; editing by Daniela Tomasella

Afternoon

15.00 – 16.00 Question time: Italian arts

16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom

20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Wednesday 7th July

9.30 Luigi Marfè, From Grand Tour to Tourism: Travel Writing and the Image of Italy. Video in Moodle.

What’s Movida? A Nightlife Video, by Veronica Munaro, Maria Buiatti, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Maria Buiatti, Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook
How to Make “Spritz”, by Qendresa Beqiri, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Maria Buiatti, Antonio Capano. Video in Moodle and Facebook

Afternoon

16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom
20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Thursday 8th July

Denis Brotto, Cinema and Italian identity. Video in Moodle

Portraitist Girl, video about a portraitist, with an in-depth examination of the literary subject she represented, by Lucia Tentori, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Maria Buiatti, Antonio Capano, Insights by Amanda Appiani, Maria Buiatti, Elena Ferrigato

Another type of Art: video about a makeup artist and photographer, with an in-depth look at the Italian cinema they represented, by Maria Rita Scavezzon, Linda Zanuzzi and other students, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Maria Buiatti, Antonio Capano, Insights by Amanda Appiani, Maria Buiatti, Elena Ferrigato

Afternoon

15.00 – 16.00 Question time: Italian literature, theatre, cinema
16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2, via zoom
20.30-21.30 Zoom time with the Padova and Mestre students

Friday 9th July

9.30 Marzia Maino, (University of Padova), The Olympic Theater of Vicenza. From Australia to Padova

Let’s see the countryside, by Maria Buiatti, editing by Silvia Muzzupappa, Antonio Capano, Maria Buiatti Video in Moodle and Facebook

The magic of the Colli Euganei, by Mariavittoria De Franceschi, Beatrice Marin; editing by Beatrice Marin

Afternoon

15.00-19.00 final test on cultural videos
16.00 – 19.00 Italian workshop L2 and final test, via zoom
20.30-21.30 Farewell video call

Summer School Coordinators: Francesca Gambino and Fabio Magro

For information about support for students with disabilities, learning disorders and other needs, ensuring access to an inclusive environment: Via Portello 23, Padova, tel. 049 827 5038, Email: inclusione.studenti@unipd.it.